
Why are Contractors, Construction Managers, 
Consultants, and Project Owners all using Imerso?

Imerso lets any of us capture an area in the 
morning, and have a full analysis ready to 

review after lunch. 
Anders Kaas 

Project Leader 

“

With Imerso we now have a fast and easy way 
to routinely check the onsite reality directly 

against the BIM plans. 
Johannes Ris 

Project Manager, CTO 

“

Extremely effective at controlling large areas 
and finding work deviations.  

Very easy to use. 
Nikolaj Dehn 

VDC Group Manager 

“

Trusted by Industry Leaders
Easy to Learn 
Get started in minutes with no 
extra work for field teams. Imerso 
lets anyone capture surveyor-
grade data at the press of a button.

No extra effort 
Capture thousands of square 
meters per hour at every step of 
the project, automatically mapped 
to BIM in minutes for AI analysis.

Accurate Reports 
Measurements matter. Get 
millimetre-precise automatic 
reports checking tolerances and 
compliance of completed works.

Flexible & Scalable 
Imerso scales with you and your 
project needs, giving you the 
flexibility to handle any project — 
from quick renovations to large 
mega projects.

Source: Imerso customer case studies, available here. 
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Request a Demo here.
Help your teams work faster, better, and smarter.

TOP 10 Reasons 
to Buy Imerso

DOCUMENT JOBSITES FASTER 
Capture a complete record of the work status at every stage.  

Betonmast completes its site documentation  

5x Times Faster
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IMPROVE PROJECT MARGINS 
Track progress closely to eliminate costly delays. 

In 16 months, Region Hovestaden saved costs worth 

2% in a €500 Mn project

BOOST TEAM PRODUCTIVITY 
Replace time-intensive tasks with a single automated flow. 

A PM at NHN achieved a team’s entire year of work in 

65 Days using one intern
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4
STOP PROBLEMS 
BEFORE THEY HAPPEN 
Catch and fix hundreds of issues before costs occur. 

AF Gruppen saves an average 

€15.000 per detected issue

RESOLVE ISSUES FASTER 
Boost collaboration with detailed status reports. 

PMs at Norconsult are resolving work issues 

96% faster
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6
EASIER WORK HANDOVERS 
Auto Update BIM models to the real onsite status. 

Betonmast eliminates manual modelling tasks of 

Countless labor hours

CONTROL ALL INSTALLATIONS 
Eliminate guesswork through AI checks of completed works. 

Aarsleff is increasing quality control coverage at its sites 

400% vs photos and checklists
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8
REDUCE SITE VISITS 
Check the site status remotely in the Digital Twin. 

Statsbygg saves over 

50% of travel costs

DIN 18202 CHECKS MADE EASY 
Inspect surface levels and slab flatness in one click. 

Dress&Sommer achieves days worth of expert work 

In Minutes
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10
OPEN DATA FORMATS 
Push Imerso data into your favourite BIM tools. 

All data is stored safely in  

100% open standards

https://www.imerso.com/case-studies
https://meetings.hubspot.com/imerso/intro-meeting-with-imerso

